
 WHAT’S TRACKING YOUR PARKING REVENUE?
If your tenant leases include monthly parking, you need PARIS, (The Parker
Accounts Receivable Information System). PARIS is the premier billing and
receivables system built specifically for monthly parking.

With PARIS, you can easily:

• Ensure compliance with lease terms, including future rate escalations,
minimum billings (“must takes”) , and parker limits

• Ensure that all active garage access cards are being billed

• Automatically calculate prorations for new and terminating parkers

• Collect monthly payments through recurring
credit card charges and bank drafts

• Manage the waiting list for monthly parking

PARIS offers simplicity of use while delivering detailed, professional reports and
complete audit trails.

GENEVA: IntegraPark’s Geneva application uses data from your revenue
control system to track and analyze your operations, then posts the

financial results to your General Ledger system. Geneva is an
enterprise-wide revenue management system, built specifically for
the parking industry. Geneva provides bank account reconciliation,
calculates revenue budgets and rate projections, enables instant
analysis for upper management and clients, and eliminates tedious
spreadsheet reporting and duplicate data entry. 

For a demo please email us at: ruth.beaman@integrapark.com
or call 281.481.6101
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Can You Prepare Yourself to Handle the Bad Things in Life? 
Do you ever find yourself turning off

the evening news because watching one
more story about something bad will
shoot your stress level into the strato-
sphere? We live in a world where we’re
constantly bombarded by bad news. 

Louise Lewis, a “self-growth junkie”
and author of the new book “No Experts
Needed: The Meaning of Life According
to You!” believes we can learn to protect
ourselves from feeling overwhelmed by

negative events. “Many of us, whether
we’re consciously aware of it or not,
absorb all of this bad news, and it chips
away at our sense of security and bal-
ance,” says Lewis. “So how do you pre-
vent the state of the world from complete-
ly stressing you out? You focus on chang-
ing the state of your world and on touch-
ing the lives around you in a positive
way.” 

“When you build bonds with other

people, it’s like weaving a safety net for
yourself,” says Lewis. “The ability to
commiserate and laugh together estab-
lishes a healthy foundation for you emo-
tionally. And when you feel anxious
about the world-at-large, giving to others
can help. Sometimes chance encounters
where you take the time to reach out on a
human level can have a profound impact
on others – and yourself.”

Reaching out to others can be a
key coping strategy when things in
your own life get rough—and the
reality is, they will get rough at some
point. Whether you’re dealing with a
divorce, death of a loved one or some
other drastic, life-altering event,
Lewis believes it is possible to pre-
pare yourself for adversity.

“Realistically speaking, no one is
immune from problems,” he says. “So
if you work on fortifying your life,
you’ll be in a better position to handle
those major events when they do hap-
pen.”

So how do you “fortify” your
life? For starters, you spend time fig-
uring out what’s important to you —
essentially determining what your
personal meaning of life is. If you
gain a sense of what matters most in
your life and then focus on those
areas, you’ll have an anchor when the
storm hits.

 Walker’s Justin
Chang Earns
Certification

Walker Parking Consultants
announced that Justin Chang, project
manager for the firm’s San Francisco
office, received certification as a
Leadership in Energy and Environ-
mental Design (LEED) Accredited
Professional (AP).

LEED AP distinction differenti-
ates building professionals who have
the training and ability to successfully
move a development through the
LEED certification process.

“Justin’s ability to master all of the
skills required to gain this valuable cer-
tification illustrates his dedication to
environmentally friendly initiatives,”
saidSanjay Pandya, PE and managing
principal for Walker Parking Consult-
ants in San Francisco.
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P3 – The Partnership That Joi
Last month, Parking Today ran two articles on the
city of Chicago leasing its garages to the private
sector. This month, PT correspondent Charlie Munn
completes the story with a description of alternative
P3 processes.

P3s or PPPs: What Are They?
Public-Private Partnerships, also known as PPPs or P3s, are

joint ventures between the public and private sectors wherein gov-
ernments leverage the financing capacity and expertise of the pri-
vate sector to accomplish a public purpose.

A P3 such as the recent 99-year city of Chicago parking
garage and toll road concession deals center on the acquisition of
revenue-producing public infrastructure by the private sector.
However, P3’s also have been utilized in diverse applications such
as health care (the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization
combats infectious disease) and education (the National Maritime
College of Ireland).

The private sector’s interest in P3 infrastructure deals has been
influenced by the weakness of the so-called “dot com” and real
estate investment sectors and by the ongoing worldwide terrorism
threat. Infrastructure is widely viewed as a relatively safe and sta-
ble environment with investment-return opportunities that exceed
yields realized in other low-risk financial instruments such as gov-
ernment bonds.

The public sector is motivated by the desire to free up its
financial resources and administrative expertise for those govern-
ment services considered to be its “core competency” or those it
feels simply should not be privatized. Funds from the sale or lease
of public assets can also jump-start capital campaigns for public
interests such as parks, libraries and schools.

While the majority of P3’s have been successful (such as the
Chicago Skyway), some have been outright failures (such as Aus-
tralia’s Airport Link). The concept of transferring the responsibili-
ty, authority and revenue rights to public assets remains, therefore,
controversial.

Alternatives to Asset Divestiture & P3’s:
Increment Bonding, Enterprise Funds & 6320
Corporations

Some critics of the recent trend toward public asset divesti-
tures warn that the cold, hard cash offered by PPP’s is fool’s gold.
As quoted by Joseph A. Giannone in a Dec. 7, 2006, Reuters arti-
cle, privatization expert John Foote, a senior fellow at Harvard
University, stated: “The public sector should not be seduced by the
dollars without first examining all the issues. These deals aren’t
always in the public’s best interests.”

Several alternatives put forth by critics may be options for
some governmental entities considering PPP’s for the sale or lease
of revenue-producing infrastructure.

Increment Bonding
If the objective is to reap a lump sum of cash now to deal with

current needs, governments can take advantage of the well-estab-
lished and stable bond market, critics point out. They say govern-
ments should emulate PPP’s by “monetizing” a primary source of

these gargantuan upfront payments: future rate increases. 
Dennis J. Enright, a principal and founder of NW Financial

Group and a critic of Chicago’s privatization deals, says the ques-
tion is: “Should the public sector capture the excess revenues gen-
erated for public transportation purposes or should they allow the
private sector to capture these revenues?”

Capturing these excess revenues could be done in at least two
novel ways, Enright says, utilizing relatively cheap municipal bond
financing. First, if allowed by bond protocols, future rate increases
in excess of bonding coverage requirements could be separately
pledged to support a revenue bond. This would be similar in effect
to a homeowner taking out a second mortgage due to increases in
local home prices that elevate the value of the home.

There are ways to get around bonding limitations on pledging
future rate increases, Enright suggests in his May 1, 2006, analysis
critiquing the sale of Chicago’s Skyway toll road. “Another alter-
native financing structure would be a toll surcharge that could be
securitized on its own without direct debt on toll road operations.”

Proponents of PPP’s argue that bonding entities are not going
to look kindly on these sorts of “second” tier pledges and will
tighten bond requirements accordingly. Or, if they allow them, bor-

BY CHARLIE MUNN

Pros & Cons of P3’s
Pros

• Upfront cash payments can exceed revenues 
generated over time by the asset; windfalls can be
directed to other long-term needs.

• Where divestitures “defease” (pay off) existing
general obligation bonds, bonding capacity may be
redirected to other projects.

• New owner/lessee assumes financial and legal
risks for the asset; agreement can include specific
operating, renovation or investment requirements.

• Extricates government from a business that is 
typically not its core competency; allows government
to refocus on what it does best.

• Asset stays put and remains a viable part of the
community; even in a “sale,” the new owners/
lessees are not removing the asset as a public utility.

• Can improve quality of operations; operating 
standards can be written into sale/lease documents.

• Successful track record of results in Europe, Asia
and North America.

• Governmental entity can reclaim asset if new 
owner/lessee fails to meet operating standards set
by agreement or encounters financial difficulty.

• In a lease scenario, government can reclaim asset
at the end of the lease term when it may be more
valuable.
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ns Public and Private Sectors
rowers may pay higher initial rates as a result. Further, PPP cham-
pions say, critics put too much emphasis on rate increases, rather
than on the “value engineering” that a PPP will deploy in support
of its acquisition. 

They say that improving the quality and efficiency of the
asset, such as improving audit procedures, painting, cleaning and
installing new revenue controls in an acquired parking garage, will
yield as much or more revenue in the long run than rate increases.

Indeed, industry sources close to the new Chicago parking
PPP who wish to remain anonymous say that the new operation
has yielded a significant and unexpected increase in revenues from
unearthing and resolving management and accounting issues from
the previously city-owned operation. Governments, these sources
say from industry experience, simply cannot match the private sec-
tor’s performance, innovation and incentive to succeed.

Parking Enterprise Funds 
Some municipalities and universities are attempting to har-

ness the power of private sector entrepreneurship by creating an
in-house Parking Enterprise Fund (PEF). The PEF is run as a
“wholly-owned subsidiary” of the creating entity, much as the

Cons

• Sometimes difficult to achieve political 
consensus on the concept of selling a public asset
for private profit.

• Only measure of control over operational 
quality is what is written into agreement; if it’s not
in the agreement, new owner/lessee is not required
to do it.

• New owner/lessee can raise rates as it sees fit,
unless limited by agreement (however placing 
limits on rates will reduce amount of upfront 
payments).

• Government loses benefit of the “upside” of the
asset, such as future rate increases, new 
development/demand, etc.

• New operator/owner could default or fail 
financially, or find the asset was in poor shape or
misrepresented requiring Government to step back
in as operator.

• Asset’s responsiveness to the community’s needs
is no longer subject to the political
environment but up to the “goodwill” of the new
owner/lessee.

• Loss of good-paying government jobs with 
benefits; private sector will pay less and have few
or no benefits for workers.

• PPP’s are a slippery slope: where does it stop?

A Brief History of P3’s
• 1930s – European governments utilize state-
owned companies to build and operate toll roads.

• 1940s – European governments take on private
partners to expand and rebuild infrastructure
damaged by war.

• 1950s thru 1980s – Partnerships expand to
include ports and airports, such as London’s
Heathrow. Today, 55 airports in Europe are 
privately owned or operated.

• State-controlled enterprises gradually morph
into private companies as expanding capital
needs outpace the ability of governments to
meet them. For example, Autostrade SpA, a
company founded by the state in the 1930s,
became wholly private in 1999 and now operates
more than 2,000 toll roads in Italy.

• 1990s – PPP’s expand into Asia and Australia,
where they catch on quickly. There are half a
dozen toll roads in and around Sydney alone.
Some, such as Sydney’s Airport Link fail, leading
to the realization of the limits of such deals.

• 1999 – First PPP in North America, with the
privatization of Toronto’s 407 ETR Toll Road.

NBC television network and parking operator Interpark are sub-
sidiaries of General Electric.

Revenues collected by the PEF are utilized to pay all expens-
es. Profits from the PEF are used to bankroll and/or leverage capi-
tal projects such as parking garage construction. 

The creation of a PEF often creates an initial budget “hole”
for the creating entity. Thus, in some cases, the PEF offsets the loss
of revenues to the general fund by making a “rent” payment back
to the creating entity.

In the PEF model, parking functions are still under the 
auspices of the entity, as though it were still a department or division
of the entity. Authority and decision-making still flow from within
the political system that created it; no separate board of governance
is required, as is typical with parking authorities. Examples of
governments with PEF’s include Norfolk, VA, and Wilmington, NC. 

6320 Corporations
A “6320 Corporation” is a creature of an administrative rul-

ing made by the Internal Revenue Service (# 20 of the year it was
made, 1963, hence the “63” and “20” in “6320”). It is a captive
financial entity that is allowed to issue bonds and enter into agree-
ments with its creating government to purchase, own and lease
assets. The corporation must serve a nonprofit governmental or
“public” purpose, and is not supposed to benefit a specific private
interest, although some do indirectly.

Continued on Page 23

Continued on Page 23
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Such corporations are normally exempt from state Taxpayer Bill of Rights
(TABOR) requirements since taxpayers are not responsible for any debt the corpora-
tion incurs. In many states with TABOR requirements, governments are limited not
by what they can spend or bond, but by what they can collect in taxes or related fees.
A 6320 Corporation may allow governments to bypass public approvals of bonds that
the entity might issue or the payments or fees it might collect.

In a typical arrangement, a separate board of directors governs a 6320 Corpora-
tion; it cannot be controlled in any way by the creating entity, although in practice the
board members are often political appointees. The 6320 Corporation issues bonds to
build new facilities; these facilities are then leased back to the creating entity. Either
the owner (the 6320) but more typically the lessee (the creating entity) operates the
facilities.

A major distinction between a 6320 Corporation and a parking authority or utili-
ty is that once the bonds are paid off, the 6320 typically goes out of business and asset
ownership reverts to the creating entity. 

Ratings agencies have expressed some concerns over the use of this provision by
municipalities as a way to expand their bonding capacity and now include a calcula-
tion of such revenues and expenses in their bonding capacity calculation. Some
municipalities have escaped this limitation by converting the lease agreement from a
guarantee to an annual appropriation, despite the increase this might have on the inter-
est rate the 6320 pays to its bondholders.

Although 6320 Corporations have been used in a number of venues, such as
courthouse construction in Kentucky and toll roads in Virginia, municipalities are only
beginning to consider their use in a parking context.

See the full text of the Reuters article by Joseph A. Giannone at:
http://www.reuters.com/article/reutersEdge/idUSN0744524720061207?sp=true

For Dennis J. Enright’s analysis, see:
http://www.nwfinancial.com/pdf/thechicagosalereport.pdf

Charles R. “Charlie” Munn III, CAPP, CPFM, is a parking research 
principal for Scotchtown Associates, a human resources and customer 
service consulting firm. Contact him at: cmunn3@aol.com.

P3 – The Partnership That Joins 
Public and Private Sectors
from Page 21

PT

• 2000-2001 – “Dot com” crash and 9/11 catastrophe have Wall
Street investors looking for safe investments; money begins
pouring into infrastructure funds.

• 2004 – Chicago’s Skyway toll road becomes America’s first
infrastructure PPP, yielding $1.8 billion for a 99-year lease.

• 2006 – A 75-year lease of the 157-mile Indiana Toll Road nets
the state a record $3.8 billion.

• 2006 – Chicago awards a 99-year lease for its parking garages,
generating $563 million.

• 2006 – Acquisition of six U.S. ports by a company with 
ownership in the United Arab Emirates becomes political football
over concerns the PPP will provide cover for terrorist activities.

• 2007 – Chicago prepares RFP to privatize Midway Airport and
mulls the possibility of offering its parking meter operations for
PPP.

A Brief History of P3’s
from Page 21



Parking and Public Policy
How does a city meld the pressures of
parking availability with the 
requirements of income generation
and the realities of political pressure?
Barbara Chance, PhD
Chance Management Advisors

Revenue Control
Parking dollars from the point of view
of the owner, operator, AND the 
parker.
Dennis Cunning
DLC Consulting

Parking Meter Fraud
It comes from the parker and from
your employees. This seminar will help
you solve both.
Larry Donoghue
Larry Donoghue Associates, Inc.

Airports
You can’t live without them, and you
can’t park at them. This panel, led by
Gavin Duncan, will help the airport
plan for expansion, funding, and 
security. (Double Session with break)
Gavin Duncan 
Jacobs Consultancy

The Data of Parking
The future by the numbers. Our 
annual look at where the industry has
been and were it is going. Buying or
selling equipment? Building a Garage?
This is information you should know
and this is the Only person in the
country with the numbers.
Dale Denda
Parking Market Research Company

Speed Networking
Meet associates from the parking
business, get their contact data and
some insight into what they do. Then
when you need resources you will
have information in your rolodex (or
palm pilot). You’ve heard of Speed
Dating. Here’s the networking 
equivalent.

Higher Education
The University and its parking issues.
This is for the senior university 
manager. A talk from someone who
runs one of the largest parking 
operations in the country.
Gerald R. “Bob” Harkins 
University of Texas, Austin

The All Inclusive Operation
How about a parking operation that is
Public, Private, university, hospital,
special event, valet, pay on foot, pre
pay, pay on exit, run by both the
owner and a private operator. Talk
about solving problems. This speaker
does it all.
Robert Milner 
University of Maryland, Baltimore

Marketing your Parking
Special for private operators and 
owners. Marketing, not your business,
your product. An expert in parking
operations tells all.
Clyde Wilson 
The Parking Network

Insurance
You hate thinking about it but you
must have it. The person who has the
most knowledge about insurance for 
parking operations, public and private,
shares her knowledge with you.
Kathy Phillips 
Alliant Insurance Services

Four Round Tables 
Ask questions, get answers, Share
your successes and fix your failures.
Led by the experts in the field.

Airports
Universities    
Cities
Private Sector/Operators/
Developers/Owners

The Public Private Partnership
Otherwise known as the Three Ps.
Rick West leads a panel on how to
fund the maintenance and repairs of
your aging facilities. Let’s someone
else do it and you keep the money. 
Rick West
Parking Entrepreneur

What Does your 
Customer Think?
PT columnist and parker Melissa Bean
Sterzick takes a firm but humorous
look at what the world thinks of 
parking, and how we can fix it.
Melissa Bean Sterzick
Parking Today Columnist

Rules for Parking
You’ve heard about market based
parking rates and how they will
change your lives, but have you heard
the founder of the theory talk about
something else? Dr. Donald Shoup
from UCLA holds forth on other
issues that affect the way 
people park – can you say “blocking 
a sidewalk.” You’d be surprised by the
political hassles enforcing that little
law can cause
Dr. Donald Shoup
Professor of Urban Planning, UCLA

The Largest Parking 
System Ever
Just what is happening in the Middle
East? In case you haven’t noticed,
Abu Dhabi is installing the largest
parking system on the planet, and
PT’s correspondent is there for every
bit of it. Hear the report on what this
massive system will look like.
Peter Guest 
Past President of British Parking
Association and Parking Today
European Correspondent

SPEAKERS AND SEMINARS

Complete Schedule Details are Available
Online at www.parkingtoday.com/pie



arking is more than just a
matter of space. It’s a matter of
management and rev-
enues. Since 1994, T2 has

delivered proven, technology-based
solutions to help parking managers
be more effective and profitable. T2’s
commitment to the parking industry
is evident in its quality products and
services, thought leadership and
strong customer relationships. 

“We were the first in the 
industry to offer a unified solution
for parking management. The func-
tionality of a truly unified system
is the result of an open, web-based
architecture and standards-based
data exchange. All parking data can
be managed in one system. Parking
office, vendors and other departments

are able to view and work with the
same data, in real time. This new
generation parking system offers
significant benefits to the parking
industry,” said Mike Simmons,
CEO and founder of T2 Systems.

Launched in 2004, this unified,
browser-based system is called T2
FlexTM, and one of its truly flexible
attributes is that the parking operation
can choose whatever combination
of functionality, or “packs,” they
need. “By offering packs and services 
á la carte, we can create a truly
customized solution that parking
operations can add to as necessary,”
said Simmons.

One such offering is Access and
Revenue Control pack. Others are
Permit Management, Enforcement
(including handheld computers and
software for citation issuance) and
PermitDirect, a permit fulfillment
solution delivered in partnership with
Weldon, Williams & Lick, Inc.

CCS, or Citation Collection
Services, is a new offer-
ing designed for clients
who outsource some or
all of their citation pro-
cessing and collections
work. “Most solutions
on the market today

are created for organizations that
outsource all citation processing.
Often, there is separation of data and
systems between the parking office
and the vendor, causing problems
with data exchange. As part of our
unified system, CCS eliminates those
complications, making data equally
accessible to both parking operations
staff and collections staff — in real
time,” said Simmons.

Always ahead of the curve, T2
partners with its clients, anticipating
trends and developing solutions that
help parking managers simplify 
their processes, and increase their
revenues. T2 Systems is headquartered
in Indianapolis, Indiana and has 
virtual offices throughout the United
States and Canada. For additional
information about T2 Systems, 
Inc. products and services, visit
www.T2systems.com.

T2 Systems’ technology-based 
solutions for parking management.

www.T2systems.com

P

“We were the first in the industry
to offer a unified solution for 
parking management.”

CCS (Citation Collection Services) is a new 
offering designed for clients who outsource
some or all of their collections work.

T2Flex.TM

Pick one. Pick a few.
Pick ‘em all.
T2 Flex is a unified, thin
client parking management
system designed to increase
your efficiency and revenues.
Whether you have gated or
un-gated parking; issue cita-
tions or manage complicated
permit programs, monthly or
transient parking; need a few
solutions or the whole kit and
caboodle — T2 Flex is the

one solution that unifies all

parking data. Who’s parking?
Where are they parking?
How are they parking? 
We can tell you. Best of all,
you choose the functionality 
and services that are right
for you. That’s the power 
to manage parking.

ADVERTISEMENT



Are you new to the industry, have specialized in one
area, or never been able to find someone to adequately
explain what the terms P&D, Pay by Space, Auditing,
or Revenue Control really mean? Then Boot Camp is
for you. Five sessions -The Business of Parking,
On-street Parking, Off-street Parking, Parking
Management, and Revenue Control. Take one,
two or join all five seminars. These are all on
Sunday so you can spend the next three days 

applying your newfound knowledge. This additional training is $95. ($195 
without full conference registration.)

These presenters are the most experienced in parking.
They have worked in every area of parking: on street,
off street, public, private, operator, and vendor. If park-
ing was involved then they were the people who
made it happen. The great part is that the seminars
are geared toward your needs. You will have opportuni-
ties to correspond with the presenters before the event
to ask questions and make sure that they will be speak-
ing to your needs. Check out the speakers at
www.parkingtoday.com/pie

While many conferences focus on those who are new 
to the industry we understand the importance of con-
tinuing education. We will host a series of seminars and
roundtables that focus on the needs of the long term
parking professional. Learn from other professionals
and pass along your knowledge gained over the course
of your career. 

Every event promises networking and then never fol-
lows through. Not us! At PIE in 2006, the most popular
event was speed networking. You talk with someone for
two minutes and then must switch. You end up with 40
new friends and contacts from all areas of the busi-
ness. This is only one of the networking events that are
planned. We cannot wait to unveil the others. You will
walk away with support from all aspects of the busi-
ness, many of which you did not know existed.

SEMINARS – THE MOST RELEVANT TOPICS PRESENTED BY THE BEST IN THE BUSINESS

Parking Industry Exhibition www.parkingtoday.com/pie

BOOT CAMP – GET THE BASICS ON ALL OF THE PARKING INDUSTRY

EXPERIENCED EXECUTIVES

NETWORKING

P&D

Auditing 

Pay by Space

Rate Setting

Revenue

Control 

Complete Schedule Details are Available Online at www.parkingtoday.com/pie



Become PIE certified in Municipal, Airport,
University or Private Operator parking. You will
be required to attend a minimum of six seminars one
in each of the following areas:

Technology – What is the latest in technology
issues

Financial – How to make more money for your
institution

Area Specific – Attend one of the many
seminars in your area

Auditing – How to save money for your operation

At Large – You choose one that pertains most to your needs

Networking – Learn from the best by talking with them individually

Once you register you will receive an email asking if you will be following one of the train-
ing tracks and planning on becoming certified. Please make sure to respond to this email.
Don’t worry, you can still sign up on site if you need to do so.

Here’s a sampling of what you will see at PIE 2008 in
Chicago. For a complete listing with speakers log on to
www.parkingtoday.com and click on “Conferences”

• Revenue Control – Auditing and money. Parking’s
two leading experts present on how to ensure that
your rates are right, your money is secure, and your
people are honest.

• So, you run an Airport – Two great seminars, one
panel on cell phone lots, creating partnerships with
your vendors, and supply and demand. The other addresses using the private sector to
build your rental car facilities and parking structures.

• Parking and Public Policy – Shoup’s theories are great, but do they work everywhere?
• Technology – Is the “latest and best” really the best? Two leaders in technology argue and

agree. Is IP all its cracked up to be? Can you use the software you bought?
• University Parking Operations – Two of the seminars that target your issues, problems,

and offer solutions. Two of the folks who actually run these monoliths talk about solving
problems with students, staff, and those pesky professors.

• Onstreet – Is GPS happening, should you dump those meters, how about cell phones? Get
answers to these and more from folks who should know.

• Buying or Selling – Two of the nation’s top entrepreneurs in the parking garage market tell
you how to prepare your facility for sale, and maybe how to set a price. Looking for a
buyer? Come to this seminar.

• There are a total of 20 presentations, seminars, and round tables over the two and a half
days. We’ll provoke thought, give solutions, and perhaps have a laugh or two.

Parking Industry Exhibition www.parkingtoday.com/pie

TRAINING – THE DETAILS

SEMINARS

Complete Schedule Details are Available Online at www.parkingtoday.com/pie
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Full Featured Handheld Revenue Control -  
ParkTrak Bullpup, the first full featured revenue 

control handheld.  Applications include- In & Out 
Rate Calculation, Early Bird, Validation, Permit, 

Event, Valet and Hotel Parking.  Works with 
preprinted or system generated tickets tracked 

via bar code or license plate.  Additional 
capabilities include interface with third party permit and accounting 
systems.  With over 300 installations, ParkTrak sets the standard for 

handheld computer applications for the unique needs of 
the parking industry.

ParkTrak, Inc.
8609 North Division • Spokane, WA 99208  USA

+1-509-789-1273 • North America Toll Free: 888-877-6212
Fax: +1-509-323-9541

he parking revenue control industry has react-
ed to outside pressures, helping it begin to
“clean up its act.” 

Parking Today reached out to manufacturers and
asked what had changed the face of the industry of the past couple
of years. A number focused on data transfers, differing require-
ments for transients, VoIP, consoli-
dated credentials and License
Plate Recognition.

“The most critical effect that
we have seen over the past few
years,” said John Lovell, President
of Zeag Canada, Ltd., “has been
the challenge put to us by the
major credit card companies to
meet their security requirements. It has forced us to re-think how
we transfer data, how we store data, and just how we can meet
these more stringent security standards.”

“This is critical to our continuity as a leader in this field. If we
don’t meet the new requirements, we won’t sell any major systems.
The large operators and owners simply won’t talk to you unless
you are certified. 

“This has forced us, and I believe other manufacturers, to look
at the way we do things in depth. You have to be certain that a cred-
it card processed in the lane, or at a POF terminal, is secure, that
the transaction data is secure as it is being transmitted to the park-
ing system server, and from there onto the card processing entity.
It challenges you to rethink everything about how your system
manages information.

“This has forced us   as an
industry to document and update
our firmware and software. When
you break it all down, I think most
of this was always in the minds of
software engineers in Europe, here
in North America, or Asia. The
certification requirements force us
to ensure that our systems are sol-

id, work accurately, and are fully documented. At the end of the
day, this improves the breed to the benefit of the industry at large.

Sorbanes-Oxley, (the reporting laws required of public com-
panies), has made a big difference too. One of the major operators
sat down with us and told us that their audits required that the num-
bers in our statistical and revenue reports had to foot with the
amount of cash and electronic payments being collected from the
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system. If things didn’t jibe it would cause them considerable pain
with their auditors and ultimately; the Feds. We had to be sure we
met our customer’s requirements, and we are.

“Operators have realized that they must hire top of the line
people to run their automated locations. These people check
reports, review printouts, and make sure the numbers balance. This
has reinforced our understanding of the seriousness of what we do
and ensure that our systems are accurate. 

“Frankly these two outside forces have unknowingly con-
spired to make the revenue control industry better. If you aren’t
CISP (VISA) compliant and if your reports aren’t correct, you will
lose market share. Public companies like Standard, AMPCO and
IMPARK can’t risk recommending systems to their clients that
aren’t letter perfect.”

Tom Wunk, VP of Operations for Scheidt & Bachmann, took
a different tact but said much the same things. He commented that
the Information Technology component was most important.
“These systems have a high level of backend sophistication with
data sharing commonplace, both frontward and backward.”

“This complexity has meant that traditional specifiers have
had to go back to school or hire technical staff who can deal with
database and IT issues,” Wunk said. “It’s interesting to review new
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specifications and see the difficulty the current consultative forces
are having dealing with this issue.

“Non-traditional transient control is making an impact on
parking control systems,” he continued. “Whether it is a toll
authority-issued AVI transponder, credit card in/out, ChipCoin or
mobile phone, more entities are exploring no-ticket processing of
transient clients.

“Then there’s the Internet – IP-based ancillary systems and
sub-systems. Communications that formerly were on a twisted pair
are now running on fiber that carries not only data but both voice
and video over IP (Internet Protocol). Most airport projects now
include some component using consolidated data transmission.
We have started to see this in municipal and campus environments
as well.

“Some companies are seeing a desire of transportation author-
ities to explore common-use payment/access credentials. We are
exploring this with a number of transit authorities to come up with
a light-rail / bus-parking combination credential thing that allows
debit-access on the three platforms with backend revenue distribu-
tion. This is pervasive, with Boston, Washington, DC, Atlanta, San
Francisco, Phoenix and Chicago all researching a consolidated
credential. Reality is still a number of years away, but initial dis-
cussions are being held now.”

“License Plate Recognition costs have decreased so much
that many specifications formerly didn’t include the feature,” said
Mark McNicholas, VP of Sales for Federal APD, “and they are
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now putting it in as a matter of course. This leads to interfacing
with monthly systems, law enforcement, and Homeland Security. 

“Of course, it also means that the revenue control portion of
the system is even more secure since vehicles can easily be linked
to individual tickets and in and out times computed to the second.
No more ‘lost ticket’ and ticket swapping. 

“Inoperability with disparate systems is where we are going,”
McNicholas said. “That is the sharing of data across the network
to databases, related functions like traffic control, emergency oper-
ations and various financial departments. Garages now feed infor-
mation to systems that control directional signs, and this means we
are becoming much more related to the Intelligent Transportation
Systems in a community.

“It should be pointed out that this means that parking, both
public and private, is becoming a part of the transportation infra-
structure. More and more the parking system is on a shared net-
work and the data being generated are transmitted to alternative
data systems, and vice versa. 

“We also have to consider the variety of parker and how that
affects how the control systems are designed. Vendors can no
longer task software engineers with basic ‘card in, card out’
requirements. We are no longer dealing with just ‘Monthly’ and
‘Transient.’ 

“We have car pooling, VIP grouping, account management,
validations (multiple), etc. etc. – all of which often needs to be dif-
ferentially counted and reserved. Add to that valet and hotel park-
ing, multiple validation uses in hospitals, and the requirements of

Internet-based reservation systems, and the systems become
more and more complex.” 

These vendors agreed that all these requirements are
beginning to affect the business model of the traditional sys-
tem manufacturer. Although they will continue to sell hard-
ware and software modules, many of the companies are
rethinking how they bill for software and support. They are tak-
ing more of a long view along the lines of Microsoft and large
database companies like Oracle. 

The future will bring the cost of hardware down, but the
cost of software will rise to replace it.
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extensive manuals on how to run garages, train staff, audit and the
like, but were reluctant to share such proprietary information. They
were concerned that such data would give their competition a “leg
up” on them. Parking is a very competitive business, I told him. 

Read the article about Herb Citrin and Ray Liesegang in
November’s PT. These were close friends who owned competing
parking companies. In some cases, they worked together (Ray pro-
viding garage operations, Herb the valet), but when they went head
to head, it was all about winning the account.

I would suggest that not too much has changed in the decade
since these two retired. 

Shoup laughed and said, “But it’s incredible. It’s like a doctor
finding a new technique in surgery. They rush to share it with the
world. How can an industry hope to become professional with that
attitude?”

He has always thought the parking industry has a problem
with the name of its activity, Shoup continued. There are doctors,
lawyers, carpenters, plumbers, chauffeurs, salespeople diplomats,
politicians. Each has a name that immediately evokes a visualiza-
tion of what that profession or trade does, he said. Someone might
say, “I want to become a chauffeur” because they like cars and
want to drive for a living. 

y master and I were fortunate enough to
meet with the academic who is causing
waves in the parking industry, Professor
Donald Shoup. We met at his UCLA

office and then proceeded to the faculty club for lunch. 

The professor seemed delighted to meet me. His first question
was a hard one – “Just how do you set off-street parking rates?” He
went on to say that he was a bit perplexed by the parking industry
as it seemed so disheveled (after all, he was talking to a dog).

Most disciplines had some basis in education, he noted. If
there was a task to be performed, there were guidelines set down
by experts in the field that gave parameters for the activity.

He used a number of examples, from doctors to lawyers to
college professors. He also noted that so-called “trades” had close-
ly researched and documented forms to follow. If you were an elec-
trician, carpenter or plumber, you were schooled in amps, building
codes and water flow. 

Parking is pervasive, it affects all our lives, and yet there is lit-
tle if any formal description of just how one goes about the opera-
tions of parking facilities. “It’s like the wild west out there.”

I had to agree. I told him that many parking operators had
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